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REMEMBERING 9/11
Six years later, some memories
never seem to disappear.

FAIRY TALE EXPECTATIONS

SPICT THRILLS

A men's soccer conference championship
might not be so crazy after all.

Salsa fiesta sizzles
in student center
dining hall.
See Page 10
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Szabo speaks on mental disorders and how to deal

DEMYSTIFYING MENTAL HEALTH
Emily Sloan
Staff Reporter

Last night at 8 p.m. in the Student
Center, Ross Szabo, director of the
Youth Outreach for the National
Mental Health Awareness Campaign,
spoke to Regis students and members
of the community about issues surrounding mental health.
Szabo's personal experiences with
bipolar disorder, which began at age 11
and continues to this day, he admitted,
underline his efforts to educate others
about mental health. At 24 years old,
Szabo has spoken to over 500,000
youths at various high schools and colleges, according to the campaign's
website.
"I came to get general facts. It is not
something we know much about, but it
is better to be prepared if a situation
ever arose," said student J avi era
Sevilla.
Szabo began his presentation by
engaging the audience with reenactments of popular culture, referring to
Dave Chappelle and MTV's "The Hills."
Following the reenactments, Szabo
explained that mental health is not
only a psychological issue. An individual's mental health can be affected by
everything from a divorce to lack of
sleep, he said. Szabo also focused on
how an individual's biological makeup
and environment affects how one deals
with a mental disorder.
In particular, Szabo said that "we
live in a self-destructive youth culture
where it's cool not to care." Students
are stereotyped, where "under-achievers" go through the motions and "overachievers" are pressured into success.
He cited an article published in USA
Today on January 25, 2006: "The
freshman year of college is the most
'at-risk' year. Freshman die at a higher
rate from illness than other students,
they account for 40% of undergraduate
deaths from natural causes, and they
account for 40 % of undergraduate suicides."
"We think this [issue] needs to be
mandatory
for
college
students ... Everyone has mental health
issues and needs to find outlets for the
mind, body, and soul," said students
Bri Svoboda and Molly Fortune.
See Szabo on page 2

Szabo said that "we
live in a self-destructive youth culture
where it's cool not to
care."

FACT I:
out of 4 college
students will
experience a
depressive
episode before
age 24.
1
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WHY IS IT· SO HARD TO SEEK HELP?
"People will think I'm crazy."

"It's not that big of a deal."

"People will think I'm weak."

Szabo explains in his book, "Behind
Happy Faces," that being called
"crazy" has a dehumanizing effect. For
example, comedian Dave Chappelle,
after deciding to take a leave from
filming his show for personal reasons,
was ridiculed by the media as being
crazy. Szabo said that such harsh
assumptions left Chappelle feeling
worthless, guilty, angry, confused,
and fearful.

Szabo says that society has come to
view personal problems as "pale in
comparison" to the stories of intense
human suffering of recent years,
including 9/11 and Hurricane Katrina.
Szabo emphasizes, however, that not
getting help can only magnify negative feelings, making matters worse.

"Embarassment is a big deal," Szabo
says. He understands that even the
thought of telling someone can be a
humiliating experience. However,
Szabo encourages individuals suffering from mental health issues to get
help, realizing that having such feelings is not abnormal and most importantly, not a sign of weakness.
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FACT 2:
Students reported during the l
school year feeling the followi;s~
- Over 60% of the students repgrt.
. th'
o ed
fee1mg. mgs were hopeless one or
more times.
- Almost 40% of the men and so% of
the women reported feeling so
depr~sse_d that they had difficulty
funct10nmg one or more times.
- 10% of the students reported se ._
ously consid~ring attempting sui~de
at least one time.
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Szabo also focused on the difference between being depressed and having
depression, and how people often deal with their emotions through drugs and
drinking. Szabo's main concern was not to criticize students for turning to substantive escapes, but rather, to question how having a mental disorder makes it
difficult to say "no."
"This presentation really went in depth into the mental motives of students
who drink as an outlet instead of the generic presentation that say don't do this
or that," continued Svoboda and Fortune.
Szabo finished his presentation by urging people to fight against mental health
stereotypes. Such misleading assumptions, such as "People will think I'm crazy,"
or "People will think I'm weak," only make seeking help harder and symptoms
worse. "The key issue to know is that we make mental health issues scarier than
they are," he said.
Szabo's presentation was sponsored by Active Minds. Active Minds is a student-run organization that promotes mental health and suicide prevention.
They focus on removing the stigma surrounding mental health issues.

If left untreated depression can lead
to suicide. Suicide is the third leading
cause of death for those aged 15-24
and the second leading cause of death
of college students.

FACT 4:
Of the 14.9% of students who reported having ever been diagnosed with
depression:
- 35.8% said they had been diagnosed
with depression in the last school
year.
- 25.2% said they are currently in
therapy for depression.
- 38% said they are currently taking
medication for depression.
More information can be found on
http://www.healthyminds.org/collegestats.cfm
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On Thursday, September 20, students, faculty, and members of the
Regis community will unite in the St.
John Francis Regis Chapel at 11 a.m.
for The Mass of the Holy Spirit.
At Jesuit institutions throughout the
country, The Mass of the Holy Spirit is
a long lived tradition that serves to
unite communities in God's spirit.
Although the service derives from
Catholicism, people from diverse religious and ethnic backgrounds are welcome and encouraged to attend.
According to Mary McManus, associate university minister, "the holy
spirit unites us-it's not something to
shy away from-it's something to
embrace".
This year, the service will highlight
the Sevenfold Gifts of the Spirit, which
are: wisdom, understanding, counsel ,

courage, knowledge r
d
, everence, and
wo_n_ er. The Sevenfold Gifts of the
Spi:it echo_the Regis mission of "nur~ g the life of the mind and the pursmt of . truth WI'thin an environment
.
.conducive to effective teaching, learnm~ and p~rsonal development".
At Regis, each individual has unique
:ients and strengths that contribute to
e succ~s and growth of the whole
commumty" says McManus. The Mass
o~ the Holy Spirit will help each indi':dual reflect on "how we can use our
gifts for the greater glory of God"
Ashley Blinco
·
· .
w, a senior nursmg
student who has attended the mass for

the past three years, says " it creates a
sense of unity by celebrating the
· " and
diverse groups of people at Regis
"it makes me feel more connected to
the community".
d
Everyone who attends is encoura~e
to wear red, orange, or yellow to VISU·
ally symbolize having tongues of fire
and living in the spirit.

·nt
w~_-

l S 1 is
The Mass of the Ho Y P l
non-denominational. All are
come to attend, regardless of re zgious practice. Classes will be canre
celled during the mass to ens~
everyone has a chance to atten ·

"At R .
egis, each individual has unique talents ao<l
st
hrenlgths tbat contribute to the success and growth of tbe
woeoommucity"
· . .
says McManus. The Mass of the fl~
8
pin~ 11 help each individual reflect on "how we can use
our g1 s for the greater glory of God".
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Dinner welcomes students of color to
Regis community
Gus Maxwell
Staff Reporter
The Multicultural Awareness
C?mmittee (MAC) hosted a welcome
dmner Sept. 9 to start off a year of programming for 'students of color.'
MAC is a branch of student govemm_ent that "oversees and works along
with the diversity and student activities offices, and with the Student
Affinity Groups such as Mi Gente, the
Black Student Association, the AsianPacific American Association, Areim
Sh~l Shalom, and the Gay Straight
Alliance," according to Sajit Kabadi, a
faculty adviser to the MAC director
and assistant to the associate to the
provost for diversity.
The dinner was "a way for everyone
to see each other again and to touch
base," said Kabadi, who also remarked
"I hope the first year students can feei
the wonderful sense of community
here at Regis and make connections
with some of the student leaders, faculty, and administration that work
here at Regis."
The dinner is something new MAC
tried this year. According to Sandra
Mitchell, the associate to the provost
for diversity, the turnout at the dinner
wasn't quite what was hoped for but
the meeting was otherwise successful.
Freshman Danait Redai said she
enjoyed herself, met new people, and
learned something about the school's
internship program.
Jacob Sandoval, a junior, is the MAC
director. Sandoval pointed out that
MAC's purpose is not to single out cer-

tain minorities. This year, he hopes to
make l\1AC "more like a club where
everyone is welcome."
"Multicultural (awareness) is about
bringing together cultures and showcasing them," he said, adding that his
job is "a lot of work, but work that I
love doing."
MAC is part of Regis's effort to make
the school a more diverse community,
which, according Mitchell, "is really
just getting started."
"The push is definitely there,"
Kabadi said. "I think we have come a
long way as a community, but we still
have a long way to go. We1l have to
keep at it!"
MAC is open to everyone and will
meet again Tuesday, Sept. 11 at 7 p.m.
in the faculty lounge of the student
center.

The dinner was "a way for
everyone to see each other
again and to touch base,"
said Kabadi, who also
remarked, "I hope the first
year students can feel the
wonderful sense of community here at Regis and make
connections with some of
the student leaders, faculty,
and administration that
work here at Regis."

If an 80-year old can do it, so can you
Kristen Blessman
Associate Director for Media Relations
Regis University's School of Physical Therapy invites the entire Regis community to participate in the upcoming fun-run/walk, 10 a.m. Saturday, September
29 starting from the Lowell campus into the Regis neighborhood. Benefiting the
Argyle Senior Center, this year's race promises motivating stories that will
inspire the Regis community to participate.
The 5K PT Fun-Run has traditionally produced very unique competitors.
Participants of all age groups and ability levels compete. The Argyle Senior
Center has about 10-20 residents who will compete in the race. The residents
have been training with Regis physical therapy students for the past year.
Luellen Ketelsen, or "Lou" to many of her friends, is one of these competitors.
She's been sticking to her training program of walking three times a week, and
feels prepared for the upcoming three-mile race. However, at nearly 85 years of
age, this is her first experience with exercise. Although her hips give out daily
and she might be competing in the walk with the assistance of a walker, she's
looking forward to race day.
Running and walking benefit every age group," says Barb Tschoepe, head of
physical therapy at Regis. "Physical therapists have long recommended using
walking as a way to start a fitness regimen. In addition, the School of Physical
Therapy hopes that through this race, we can promote community wellness as a
whole."
Early registration ends this Friday, September 7. Participants who register
by this date receive $3 off the regular registration fee of $35. Registration can
be completed by going to www.active.com or by mail to Regis University's School
of Physical Therapy at Mail Code G-4, 3333 Regis Blvd., Denver, CO 80221.
For more information contact Eric Avery, fun-run director, at
avezy621@regis.edu.

WANT TO ADVERTISE WITH THE HIGHLANDER?
We welcome all on-campus advertising. Please send your ad
requests to highlandersubs@gmail.com.
JPEG, PDF, and Word formats only.

QUESTIONS:

Dr. Mary Beth Callie, advisor
mcallie@regis.edu
Maricor Coquia, editor-in-chief
mkcoquia@regis.edu

Wednesday, September 26
4-6 PM, Regis Room, Carroll Hall
Everyone is Welcome
Light snacksimunchies Ml be J)'l)Vtded
For ll!Qre inlorma5cn contact the office ol the Associate to the Provost for D1,ers1ty at (303) 964-5304.
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Opinions

THE
S~VI SHY

A. VOC;A.I>O
In this u:eek's issue of the
Avocado, we examine that great

burden of all students: requirements. Whether these requirements are academic or, perhaps,
more physically challenging, there
is something to be said for their
endearing ability to appear just
u hen one assumes they hai•e been
fulfilled.
-Blando

The point of advertising
Jen J anes
. . Edz"tor
0 pzmons

·

Whenever I make time for meaningless television, it always turns out that
I am so used to concentrating without
breaks that I find myselfleaning in and
paying attention to the commercials
too. I don't think I need to tell you that
it is somewhat less than rewarding.
Half the time I have no clue what the
company is even selling me.
I suppose the point of vague commercials is this: whenever I chance
upon a patch of green grass somewhere within the perimeter of our con-

appearances? Of course not. I am c
.
ertam that peop1e of color or peopl
.
h
.
h
f
.
wit out ami 1ies pure ase mutu e
1
funds, just as I am certain that workina
single mothers, or even men, use laun~
dry products.
In the face of all this, I am drawn
particularly to an example a little b"t
closer to home: Regis ads. While I d~
not come upon a Regis ad very often
whenever I do, I notice that the peopl~
in them look nothing like me. They are
racially diverse, yet uniform in appearance - well-dressed and perpetually
happy. Yet the part that is unsettling
for me is why I so rarely see these ads.

The interesting thing about these commercials, however,
is that they are obviously geared to a specific audience.
That may go without saying, but how often do we really
think about it?

1

Blando At'Dcat: the rotund, but humble editor of The Squishy Avocado.

Regis to implement
new core completion
requirements
Hans Storgie
vocado Writer
As of this year, Regis has decided to
implement new requirements upon
student completion of the core curriculum. Over the summer, the
administration opted to test these
new requirements on students with
"nothing better to do."
The new requirements appear
unconventional on the surface, and
opponents claim that no further red
tape should be created in the university exit process. However, Sandy
Jackman,
Dean
of
Student
Experiences, argues that rituals such
as these have been a part of life in the
Ivy League schools for generations:
"Regis is a growing school, and dam
it, we want the same reputation for
excellence that all the East Coast
schools have. They have the finest
educators, the highest-ranked cur-

"We want the same reputation for excellence that all
the· East Coast schools
have," said Sandy Jackman,
Dean
of
Student
Experiences
riculums, nifty mission statements,
and lots of smart students. We can be
like that too if we do stuff that they
d o. "
The new core exit requirements
include crossing a small-to-mediumsized pond of lava on a beam, clawing
out of a cistern filled with kittens mind you, the kittens are wet, angry,
and possibly rabid, and feasting on a
lunch of undercooked chili dogs without getting a single drop on the
required white robe.
"Man, that lava was hot," said
Michael Johnson, a gullible underclassman and recent amputee who
participated in the testing, "I sure
hope they get rid of that before I graduate."

Core to include
home economics
course
Wendy York
Avocado Writer
Due to the steadily widening gap in
the percentage of female to male students, which is now close to 70-30,
the Regis University Core Council
decided, this past Friday, that a
course in home economics would be
an appropriate addition to the core.
Richard Quids, a core member since
1958, summarized the reasoning
behind the decision, "A course that
ex1Jlains the 'womanly arts' is something we have largely overlooked in
the past, simply because many members felt it was outdated and unnecessary, especially after that 'women's
lib' ordeal," he said, "However, after
much deliberation, my fellow members and I decided a good lesson in
cleanliness, dinner settings, and general cooking know-how would be useful knowledge for today's modern
woman."
Although many council members
believe today's modern woman is,
basically, a slob, several members felt
the decision to include such a class
was degrading and a step in the wrong
direction.
One such member, Deborah Minkle,
said, "I don't think St. Ignatius bad
home economics education in mind
when he asked that ever important
question. It's incredibly demeaning
to expect our college graduates to
learn gravy recipes and the best ways
to dust china plates. This is not up to
the standard of Jesuit education."
..Although St. Ignatius didn't mention it, I'm sure he would agree his
question demands that we ask how we
should physically live," continued
Quids, "isn't the skill of cleaning necessary to living as we ought?"
And yet, despite the riff between the
members, the council managed to
pass the proposal in full agreement.
"We only agreed to include the
class," explained Minkle, "if all male
students were required to take it as
well."
The new home economics class
(HEC 200) will be offered next spring.

crete urban landscape, and upon that
patch of green grass happen to see a
small blond boy chasing a yellow
Labrador puppy chasing a blue butterfly on a cloudless day/a small blond
boy running with an enormous bubble
wand and being chased by a yellow
Labrador puppy/a small blond boy
blowing billowy dandelion spores into
the breeze which float by my face in
slow motion with a yellow Labrador
puppy frolicking in the background, I
suddenly get the urge to buy something - probably a mutual fund (whatever that is).
And then there is the matter of certain stain remover commercials. A
lean, attractive suburban housewife's
balding and bulbous husband enters
the upstairs laundry room of their two-

I rarely see them because I am rarely in
an upper-middle-class environment.
While I realize that tuition here is
high, what message are we sending by
advertising at the Cherry Creek Mall?
Do we advertise to mall-hopping,
upper-middle-class
Caucasians
because we consist generally of mallhopping,
upper-middle-class
Caucasians, or because we want to
consist generally of mall-hopping,
upper-middle-class Caucasians? Are
we attempting to draw from this pool
because it seems like the most promising sector for successful admissions?
Or is it a self-perpetuating cycle that
keeps our environment the same?
While Regis has advertisements
geared toward the general sector as
well, never have I seen them directed

While I do not come upon a Regis ad very often, whenever I do, I notice that the people in them look nothing like
me ....Yet the part that is unsettling for me is why I so
rarely see these ads. I rarely see them because I am rarely
in an upper-middle-class environment.
storey prefabricated Victorian, holds
up his T-shirt, which appears to have
been ugly when he initially purchased
it, points to a small faded stain, and
tells her that the shirt is ruined to
.
'
which she responds by screaming
about something called a "set-in stain"
and heaving her washing machine out
the window onto their manicured
lawn, arousing the zombie-like curiosity of the entire cul-de-sac.
If you want to know the truth this
commercial was the first time I'd, ever
heard of "set-in stains." As a child I
never noticed them until my mother
decided my shirts had too many of
~~e "s~t-in stains." Her eyes would
1gmte with an unmistakable fire but
she would neither scream nor heave
the household equipment out the windo~. Inst_ead she would tear the
s~amed shut into ten to fifteen small
pieces and gleefully imagine all the
d~k corners of my room I could scrub
with my new rags.
The ~teresting thing about these
co~merc1als, however, is that they are
obVIously geared to a specific audience. That may go without saying, but
how often do we really think about it?
~e mutual funds only sold to peopl~
with sprawling green lawns, blond
sons, :311d .Yellow Labrador puppies?
And likewise, are laundry products
meant
for
blonde suburban h ouse·
.
wives with lazy, unattractive husbands
and a care to the minutest details of

at any audience as specifically as
Cherry Creek Mall patrons. When I see
or hear about Regis advertisements in
places like the Cherry Creek Mall, but
not in places like Capitol Hill, where
plenty of young people, not all of them
well-to-do, reside, I wonder how committed we really are to seeing diversity
here - and not just racial diversity, but
economic diversity as well.

Have an
opinion you'd like

to share?
We'd love to
hear it!
Send your
submission, of 500 to 600
words, to the
Highlanders Opinions
editors at highlanderopinions@gmail.com
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Single and wondering why?
Don't worry, it's not just you
Jacqueline Kharouf
Opinions Editor

Photo by Dennis Flood, www.dennisflood.com

Breaking down the
Market
Aaron B. Mejia
Finance Columnist
The stock market this past week has
been just as volatile as any other since
the housing fallout, or credit crunch.
The Dow Jones Industrial Average
(DJIA), or the Dow, closed at 13,500
on Tuesday and then by Friday it was
back down to 13,100, a 3% swing. Who
can we blame? We need to preface this
question by Fortune Magazine's estimate that "the sub-prime related securities losses vary from $50 billion to
$150 billion" (September 3rd Issue).
With a gap of $100 billion, it is evident
how uncertain investors are and how
little the market knows.
Just recently, Countrywide Financial,
a mortgage lender, stated that it will
have to cut 10,000 to 12,000 jobs even
after a 2 billion dollar investment by
Bank of America AND a line of credit
of $11.5 million from 40 top banks.
Furthermore, the Wall Street Journal
states, "[Defaults on subprime home
loans] cutting into housing related revenues from building permit fees, taxes
on contracting and recording property
transfers, and even sales taxes" (Sept.
5). This report shows us how subprime
has affected more than business and
consumers, even the state governments' revenue is also affected by subprime.
In effect, the market is a caffeinated
wreck in which it swings with every little bit of information because nobody
knows the extent of the subprime
related losses. The latest job report
came out Friday noting weak job
growth since four years ago. (cbsmarketwatch.com); thus, a growmg population of analysts say the pendulum is
now swinging from bullish to bearish,
into a recession, regardless of the
Federal Funds Rate cut.
What's my say? I feel that there will
be no crashes like the 1987 of 20%, but
there will be no bull markets for the
next few months. The Federal Funds
will cut rates, which will put mo~e c~sh
into consumers' hands and will give
the credit storm, or subprime mess, a
soft landing .
.·

Aaron Me)la
major.

1·s

a senior Business

This past weekend I saw .. Becoming
Jane,'' a romantic corned) starring the
newest love of my life, James McAvoy.
If you've seen this movie, or perhaps
stared lovingly into his sultry, blue,
and somewhat pixilated eyes (\.ia your
computer screen), you might have
some small idea of why I find this man
so
devastatingly
attractive.
Unfortunately, my love affair with
James is horribly one-sided and I will
probably never, ever, meet him (what a
sad, cruel world).
However, after accepting/nursing
my new infatuation, I started thinking
about relationships and the pressure
we, especially us college students, put
on them. For instance, I don't know if
it's just me or if every happy couple in
our age group just decided this, but it
seems like everyone is getting married.
I suppose it feels like everyone when
we are single, but, seriously, why does
it seem like everyone, and their sister,
is engaged or married?
In her article "Marriage rates rising
with education," Alexa Vaughn
explains that college-educated individuals are more likely to marry other college educated people: "studies over the
last two decades show that collegeeducated men and women are marrying at higher rates than those who are
not college-educated, though most still
marry after they have graduated." And
yet, even with that last stipulation
about graduation, "less than 15 percent
of students across the country get married while in college."
Interestingly, the statistics between
the genders is higher for women than
men. In her article, "Why are there so
many single Americans?," Kate
Zernike explains that, according to an
analysis of the Census Bureau's June

2006 Current Population Survey,
.. among women ages 25-34, 59 percent
of college graduates are married, compared with 51 percent of non-college
graduates .., In the same demographic
for men, only, ..50 percent of college
graduates are married, compared to 47
percent of those who did not graduate
from college."
·
Of course, I cannot talk about mar-

women to coffee or drinks or dinner,
has been replaced by ~hooking up."'
Commitment, it seems, has flown out
the window into the cold night of fleeting encounters with incredibly attractive members of the opposite sex.
Maybe my infatuation is not so farfetched.
But is this all we are to expect from
our counterparts? Are we to be treated

If you want to get married, then get married in the right
way-choose the man or woman who is right for you.
Take your time, if that's the decision you've made.
riage without mentioning divorce.
According to the same Washington
Time's article, "Americans get married
only half as often as we once did
[and ... ] since 1960, the share of
divorced Americans rose from 2 percent to 10 percent."
So maybe everyone really isn't getting married (about half of us are
abstaining), but there must be some
reason for the numbers. Although the
frequency of divorce is increasing and
perhaps people don't jump on the marriage band wagon as eagerly anymore
because divorce has also become
increasingly expensive, men and
women are still trying to get together.
What have we done to try and bridge
the gap?
I'll admit, right now I feel a little bit
like Carrie Bradshaw, that chainsmoking writer/ goddess of "Sex and
the City,'' and, oddly enough, my feeling is not wholly unfounded. Like the
women in "Sex in the City" or that
crazy group of guys and dolls in
"Friends," our generation is bridging
the so-called "marriage gap" by changing our conceptions of "dating."
Dating, which, I don't know if you
remember, used to include men asking

to mildly dull conversations which end
only in physical demonstrations of
rather enormous complications?
Normally, I'd try to bring some sort
of anecdote to this issue, but I don't
know. The times are a changing (as
they say) and it is extremely hard not
to get swept up in them. It is most
especially hard when you're single too.
So what would I recommend? Hold
out, if you want to hold out. If you
want to get married, then get married
in the right way-choose the man or
woman who is right for you. Take your
time, if that's the decision you've
made.
Ifyou don't want to get married, then
try working on commitment, or, at
least, self-commitment. Know your
own limitations and expectations and
be mindful of what the other person in
your relationship (whether it be short
or long term) expects too. Although
these statistics have measured the
growing trends, they did not measure
the long term emotional effects of such
activities. The choice to remain a perpetual bachelor, or (in my case) the
cruelly unattainable bachelorette,
should be made only after knowing
what it truly is that you want.

Sources:
1. ''Why are there so many single Americans?" Kate Zernike, Jan. 21, 2007, The New York Times, retrieved from Lexis
Nexis Academic
2. "Wedding bells are quieted" The Washington Times, Dec. 10, 2006, retrieved from Lexis Nexis Academic
3. "Marriage rates rising with education" Alexa Vaughn, April 2, 2007, Daily Bruin, UCLA, retrieved from Lexis Nexis
Academic
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Feature

COMMUNITY-BASED
News and Media: Questioning our "true" news sources

l

In the Bill of Rights it states that every human being has "the right to free
speech" and it made me wonder whether Americans are able to practice
what we as a nation, preach (United States Bill of Rights). Our recent journey to the Free Speech broadcasting center, opened my eyes to serious issues
within our nation. Never before, had I considered whether the news and
media I consume, contains the complete truth. I began to wonder whether
news is viable if it does not contain opposing views on one subject matter.
This trip made me wonder whether we really are leading sheltered lives that
a higher power also known as "corporate businesses" otherwise censor.
A few months ago, I first heard mention of the Democratic Convention
taking place in Denver. My first thoughts about this subject were positive in
that this event would tum the nation's eye to our own community. This
would be Denver's chance to show America a little more of what this beautiful state has to offer. A solution to make Downtown Denver's homeless
issues disappear soon thwarted my positive emotions. A temporary "fix" to
the problem included all of the homeless within a certain radius of the convention, being in a sense "rounded-up" and in short hidden from the public's
view. To me, our nation is facing this real crisis. How can we expect to go
to other nations and ask reformation when in actuality we have no means of
fixing ourselves first?
Jason discussed this very issue briefly, and stated that his company will
cover the convention from a standing point in which the community will
actually benefit. He mentioned that the real monstrosity is that the United
States decides that it is more acceptable to spend $120 million on a pointless ceremony, when we can actually put that money to good use and find
acceptable permanent housing for our own citizens. With everyday overlooking such as this instance, one begins to wonder whether our own government truly cares more for the people or more for the respect among the
nations. Our trip to the broadcasting center opened my eyes to several of
these questions and more. I wonder whether this nation truly is a place "of
the people, by the people, for the people" with liberty and justice for all (The
Gettysburg Address).
-Cassie Bryant

When we first drove up to Freespeech 1V, I thought that the studio would
be some sort of independent, liberal, Rage Against the Machine type station
that showed only the most extreme leftist programming. After touring the
building for a minute or two, I realized that their station was way more than
I had originally stereotyped.
They were a highly organized station with a noble cause, and I believe
from my limited amount of information that they were inappropriately
labeled by myself and by other networks. The truth about big companies is
that their advertisers do have an impact, however small or large it may be,
on the news they report and the light in which stories are shown. However,
it is also the truth that Freespeech has its own bias, just as is inevitable in all
people with experiences in life. It was really the way that Freespeech presented itself that truly impressed me.
The media that they show, based on their website and what Jason said, is
extremely informative on every level I've never thought about. The issues
that they cover are completely their own while being things that the public
should know and have an opinion on. They do have an opinion on subjects,
but it almost impossible not to when dealing with most big issues. I imagine
that Freespeech would say that torture is wrong and position their reports
on that belief. While it is hopefully not a very widely held belief, there are
people who think that the torture that occurred at Abu Ghraib was justified
and would claim Freespeech to present the story in a certain way.
I, however, believe Freespeech is a resource that I will be using more of
soon, and I might even consider doing some sort of volunteering or work
there. Most people who know me would pick me as the last person on earth
to participate in a sit-in to allow a television station to be aired, but if I fully
believe in a cause there is almost nothing I would not do to protect it.
Looking back, I would not have preferred any other place visited by the other
seminars, and I would highly recommend at least learning about what
Freespeech 1V is to anyone who asked.
Really great trip!
-Marshall Nisbeth

Both students are from Dr. Lara Narcisi's freshman seminar class.

DENYER A TS WEEK
October 5-12, 2007

October 5th 6-9pm: Super First Friday
October 6th Noon . 4pm: Ride the RiNo
Open Studio Tour

The power of place, the
meaning of space
Sometimes the unexpected surprises that pop out of the woodwork can
saturate the mind more than expectation. As our newly formed class
e~barked on our seemingly unfamiliar destination, my mind was consumed
with uncertainty of what we might encounter. Then as we drove through the
u~own abyss that downtown Denver was delving into me, memories of
childhood growth flashed before my eyes as if from a distant dream.
After the subsequent flickering memoir of the miniature tour, we
landed in a seemingly industrial district. Factories have always represented
a cold, mechanical, yet necessary part of our culture. At first I thought that
we were going to embark on the way industry affects our society, yet little did
I know that that ~vas just a benefactor of the subsequent picture. All of a _sudden we waltzed mto a secret garden that successfully culminated the divergent worlds of nature and invention. The fusion immediately created wonder_ment th~t entranced us as the sunlight sprit zed us with an awakening of
a diverse existence.
. At that instance of realization, we suddenly were accompanied ~y
the mventors of the mystical forefront that we were witnessing. This utopia
of art surr~unded by the mundane conveyer belt of mass production instan~~ousl~ immersed me in a liberating concept. The young gentleman
~Stilled m ~e _that _you do not have to desert your talent infused passions
• JUS t to survive m this evolving metropolis. He and the fascinating woman,
wh? exp~nded the fundamentals of once college graduates have applied
art
'
y et
their
th
. istic tal ents t?ward ~mputer graphics and noted magazines.
the~ did_ not alter their ambitions but culminated the business world and
t ~ir artiSt haven. We had the privilege to be exposed to the many forms of
a ~n~ such as the stunning sculpture work, industrial gardens expressive
~aitntithngs, myStifying displays, and intriguing photography. All ;f which tied
o e struggle to
· t am
· m
· dividual
·
m
expression whilst surroundedbYthe
metalli
. m am
c, calculative realm that we are all entering.

-Monika Walker
Monika Walker·15 stud
.
a
ent m Dr. Janna Goodwin's freshman seminar class.
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Photo used under creative commons license from http://flickr.com/photos/lars-tiede/388343133j.

The Highlander invites all of us to reflect on our experience on hearing the
news of the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center. Please share your
experiences with us by visiting regishighlander.com.

~lr,~r£n , , ; ( ~ - ~ ~ o- -;(lw.,, k;,
I remember I was in seventh grade, in science class, only second period. The
science teacher Mr. V. always had a computer in the back that was on C-SPAN or
some other news website, and for some reason, a bunch of kids were heading
back there to look at something. There were pictures of two burning towers, like
two cigarettes left in the pack and lit by mistake. I had never seen or heard about
the towers before, so they didn't seem nearly as important as the fact that the
pentagon had also been hit. It was so obviously a symbol of war. I knew then that
we would be at war soon, and I wondered if this was going to be something I
would tell my grandkids about and have them listening in half-belief. "You were
there, really? Just like I felt when my Grandparents told me about WWII or the
Great depression. But I only got half the picture. Attacking the pentagon was
declaring war in one way, but so was hitting our towers. We are at war now in
way that I never could have imagined then, in my seventh grade world. We are at
war now in a way I still don't completely understand. And one image is emblazoned in all our minds: two sky-scraping towers, alone in the rest of a sprawling,
living, city, smoking their last moments on earth away. We will all remember
that.

-Jenn Lucky, staff writer
While I was surrounded by geometric figures, a teacher stumbled into the classroom and announced the plane crashes. Shortly after, televisions all over my
high school reported the unfolding stories of 9/11. My inability to grapple with
the news left me shocked and confused as tears of mourning grew in my heart,
what kind of person or people could have caused this type of destruction?

-Caitlin Healy, copy-editor

It was barely 6 o'clock in the morning when I heard the news. A normal day it
seemed--! was getting dressed, excited for my second week as a high school student. A simple switch of the radio, however, would reveal the day's irony. A few
minutes into the morning program, all I heard was "planes have just crashed into
the World Trade Centers."' I didn't believe my ears.
As I look back on the fateful day of September 11, I can't help but realize just
how paradoxical time is. Six years have passed, and yet, the moment seems so
close.
The images of destruction still pierce my memory. The initial shock of knowing
what happenned continue to come back every year on this day. It's an
inescapable part of history.

-Maricor Coquia, editor-in-chief

It was my third week of high school. I was a freshman. I remember waking up to
the shocked voices Katie Courie and Matt Lauer blaring from the Jiving room television. I'll never forget the tragic footage of those who jumped that day.

-Ashton Do, associate editor
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Regis soaring after win o~;~ no. 1 ranked Skyhawks
David Vranicar
Sports Editor
One could be forgiven for thinking
that it was just lip service. Like when
goalkeeper Trevor Steege talked about
competing for a conference championship. Or when head coach Keith
Tiemeyer showered his unproven
freshmen with praise. Or, most laughably, when defenseman Ryan Brennan
talked about being nationally ranked.
This was surely just your generic
early-season optimism. Hosting the
no.1 team in the country last Sundaythe undefeated Fort Lewis College would provide a much-needed reality
check for the ambitious men's soccer
team.
On cue, Fort Lewis did indeed provide a reality check on Sunday. But it
was the doubters who were proven
\.vrong.
Regis' 1-0 victory over Fort Lewis
provided validation for a team whose
confidence - for a while - surpassed
their achievements.
Defenseman Aaron Mejia's penalty
kick goal in the 62nd minute proved to
be the winning margin. The win brings
the Rangers' record to 3-1, with another almost certain victory again Metro
State washed away by lightning. The
team's lone loss came in double-overtime against no. 25 Barry.
Regis had been swept in their previous six games against Fort Lewis, getting outscored by an embarrassing 162 margin. But from the outset on
Photo by Brett Stakelin
Sunday, it was clear that this year's
Regis goalkeeper Trevor Steege pluck the ball out of the air before a Mesa State player could get to it. Steege and the Regis defense
team wouldn't bow down to the peren- have let up just three goals in four games this season, including shut outs in the last two contests. The team had just three shut outs
nial RMAC powerhouse.
all oflast season.
"From the get-go we just decided
that we were going to hit them right fast kid. I tapped it right before he had fondly: "When [Mejia] went up for the minute later when Copeland drew
a chance to get the ball."
PK, I just started praying. Honestly. I another red card on a nearly identical
away, just get on them," said Brennan,
With
no
one
between
Copeland
and
was
like, 'This is surreal. We're not play. In all Copeland drew six fouls,
a sophomore. "Anytime they touched
the
goal,
FLC's
Paul
Sanchez
tried
to
about
to score. We're not about to go including the two red cards in the 62nd
the ball we were going to let them
prevent
a
goal
by
yanking
Copeland
to
up
1-0
against Fort Lewis."'
minute.
know that we were there."
the
ground
just
inside
the
penalty
box.
and
to
Mejia's
blast,
which
was
high
"He gets on your nerves," Brennan
The aggressive strategy worked well
The
referee
showed
Sanchez
a
red
the
keeper's
right,
sent
the
team
into
said
of Copeland. "He's a little pest.
for most of the first half. Fort Lewis
card,
and
all
of
a
sudden
it
was
10 on
if
it
seemed
surreal,
rapture.
And
even
so quick, all you can do is foul
He's
produced more quality chances than
10 with a penalty kick awaiting.
it
did
happen.
him."
Regis, but as the first frame came to a
Brennan remembers the moment
Things got even better less than a
After being a man down in a tied ball
close it was still a nil-nil tie.
it took all of 22 seconds for
game,
Regis' physical play - along with the
Regis
to
find itself winning and with a
knotted score - had Fort Lewis visibly
one-man advantage. From then on, it
flustered. A yellow card was issued
was just a matter of preserving the
against FLC's David Barden for argulead.
lng, which highlighted the Skybawks'
As would be expected, FLC didn't go
palpable frustration.
away quietly. They turned the last four
"To see them yelling and screaming,
minutes into a virtual shooting drill on
there's no better feeling," Brennan
Steege, racking up four corners and
said. "Usually they walk around the
letting loose a shot that forced a
field like they're God's gift, just walksprawling fingertip save from the sening around with a sense of arrogance.
ior keeper with 3:50 to play.
But it was just great to see them flusThe shot was ripped from just outtered and not knowing what to do."
side
the 18-yard box. A low to the
But if the first 44 and a half minutes
ground
laser, it looked destined to find
were an uplifting sign to Regis fans, the
of the net.
the
back
final 30 seconds were potentially dis"That shot went off, and I was like,
astrous. Regis captain Danny Terril
'That's perfect,"' Brennan said. "And I
needlessly leveled and injured Fort
saw it go through all of us, and I was
Lewis' Nick Kirchhof on a vicious sideafraid that Trevor couldn't see with all
line tackle with the clock reading
ofus being in front of him."
00:17. The referee immediately tossed
"Thank God!" is the first thing
Terril.
Brennan thought when he saw Steege
So after over 44 minutes of quality
tip the ball harmlessly out of bounds.
soccer, Regis found themselves in the
So it turns out that what originally
unenviable position of playing the
seemed like fairy-tale expectations for
nation's best team with only ten men.
the season may actually be attainable.
The Rangers didn't fold, though.
Steege's forecast of winning conferTiemeyer put his squad into a 4-4-1
ence is no longer far-fetched considerformation that featured freshman
ing the FLC win. Tiemeyer's fondness
Sterling Copeland as the lone forward.
of
the freshman class has been justiThe move worked. Fort Lewis' onefied.
And, with a victory over the no. 1
man advantage disappeared 17 minranked team in D-II, Brennan may be
utes into the second half thanks to
on to something when he says he
Copeland. The speedster got behind
thinks the team should be ranked.
the FLC defense when a beautiful ball
For those who still doubt whether
came his way.
this team is legit, Copeland may have
"The keeper thought he could come
.
..
Photo by Brett Stakelin
summed it up best. "It's not like this
out and get the ball," Copeland Reps defender Aaron MeJ1a controlled the ball last Friday against Mesa Stat M ··
·
·
al
kick
e. eJ1a
Sunday against no. 1 ranked Fort Lewis.
whole season has been a fluke."
recalled. "But I guess I'm a pretty darn naile d the game WIDrung pen ty
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Women off to Rocky start
V"mce Sapienza
Sports Writer

The Regis women's soccer team start-

ed off the season with a victory over
Barry, but then suffered three straight
losses against Grand Valley State,
Nebraska-Omaha, and Montana StateBillings. The Lady Rangers looked to
snap their losing streak against Mesa
State when Mesa State came into Regis
on a four game winning streak.
The first half of the game was a back
and forth game, with each team making some good runs, each passing well,
and both goalies making some big
plays. Carter Cornet got the scoring
going for the Rangers at the 29th
minute mark, putting up the Rangers
1-0, but it wasn't long before Mesa
State came back and evened up the
game at 1-1 a little less than ten minutes later.
The true winners showed their colors
(blue and gold) in the second half, with
the Regis Ranger ladies controlling the
ball for most of the half and eventually
scoring another goal from none other
than Carter Cornet with her second
goal of the game her third of the season. The defense helped lift the
Rangers to their first conference victory and snap their losing streak of three
games by only allowing
seven shots, two of which were on goal.
The Lady Rangers are now 2-4 and 1-1
in theRMAC.

Vo
esults:
08/23/07 UC-San Diego
0-3
08/24/07 CSU San Bernardino
0-3
8/24/07 SW Minnesota State
2-3

8/25/07 Cal St. Dominguez
ill

1-3

08/31/07 Minnesota-Duluth
0-3
09/01/07 Chico State (Calif.)
0-3
09/01/07 Lock Haven (Pa.)
3-2

09/04/07 Tuesday UColorado Springs
0-3
09/08/07 Saturday Colorado
ines W 3-0

olleyball

Photo by Brett Stakelin

Erin Bevacqua mixes it up with a Mesa State player at last Friday's game. The women
won the game for their second victory of the season. Bevacqua has two goals and an
assist through six games.

ecentGames
9/03/07 Montana State-Billings L 1-3 Bevacqua was the only Ranger
o score
9/07/07 Mesa State W 2-1 - Carter Cornett scored 2 goals as the women
ecord their second win of the season.
9/09/07 Fort Lewis L 0-1 - Regis outshot FLC 12-8 but couldn't score
gainst the Skyhawks

09/14/07 Friday Chadron
tate* 7 PM
09/15/07 Saturday
ebraska-Kearney* 7 PM
09/ 21/07 Friday Colorado
hristian 7 PM
09/22/07 Saturday Metro
State 7 PM
en's soccer
9/12/07 Wednesday Metro State*
PM

9/14/07 Friday UC-Colorado
prings* Colorado Springs, Colo.
PM

*denotes home game

Coming up
9/4/07 Friday New Mexico Highlands 1 PM (home)
9/16/07 Sunday CSU-Pueblo Colo. 12 PM

Notre Dame still somehow popular
who was hired only to resign five days
TV network. It is telling that NBC
later
amid the revelation that his
deemed
the
hefty
price
tag
worthy.
Sports Editor
resume was fudged. The Irish then
After all, it bought them the privilege
scrambled to lure Tyrone Willingham
of airing Notre Dame's contests
from Stanford. Willingham stuck
against
the
likes
of
Air
Force,
Duke,
Football fans - too many football
around
for three years before being
and
Navy.
fans - treat Notre Dame football like a
fired in 2004.
There are several reasons Notre
monkey treats a shiny object. These
In stepped Charlie Weiss, the
and
publicity
are
Dame's
popularity
fan~ must be enchanted by those glismuch-acclaimed
NFL coordinator
annoying. First off, they're not even
tenmg gold helmets, making them
who
fans
thought
was delivered by
unable to resist cheering for the Irish. good anymore. Not including Notre
Touchdown
Jesus
himself. Weiss origDame's embarrassing 0-2 start to this
This affinity for Notre Dame has
inally signed a six-year deal worth $2
1_ong been apparent, but recently, it's
season - a start that has seen them
million per year. But after just si.x
outscored 13-64 - the Irish have lost
JUS t gotten annoying.
games that contract turned into 10
28
games
over
the
last
six
years.
Notre Dame's popularity transcends
Sure, the Irish have a rich history of years and $3.3 million per year. Weiss
~e usual requirements of fan loyalty,
won the same number of games in his
Heismans
and national titles. But
e having gone to school there or
first
season that Willingham did, but
those accolades have eluded them
0 wing up in the area. Like the New
for
some
reason Weiss was rewarded
Yankees, fans from every corner_ since the 1980s. Arsenio Hall didn't
with
a
bounty
equaling some couneven have a show yet the last time the
0
the country pledge their allegiance
tries'
GDP.
Willingham
was soon
Irish won such hardware.
io Notre Dame. But unlike the
fired.
They also change coaches at a
ankees, Notre Dame isn't - and for a
Another irksome aspect of Notre
dizzying
rate. The Irish have had three
While hasn't been - a threat to win a
Dame's popularity - and constantly
different
coaches
since
2001.
But
championship.
seeing them on TV - is that they have
An example of Notre Dame's cross- more laughable than the bi-annual
the most boring jerseys and field in
turnover
is
the
comedy
of
errors
that
~untry popularity is their TV contract
the country. Save an imperceptibly
has
defined
what
was
once
the
most
With NBC. The network purchased
small ND, their uniforms don't have a
revered
head
coaching
job
in
America.
~xclusive rights to every Notre Dame
single letter, word or stripe on them.
Notre Dame fired Bob Davie the
0 me game at the price of $9 million
And
the turf at Notre Dame Stadium
day after the 2001 season ended. The
annually. No other college in the
is
about
as exciting as a blank sheet of
new coach was to be George O'Leary,
country has a contract like this with a

David Vranicar

frk

paper. There is no logo at midfield,
and the end zone is simply a series of
diagonal lines, making it look like the
address of a failed internet search.
In all fairness, Zbikowski was on
many pundits' pre-season All-America
teams. And he's proven that he can be
a pretty dangerous punt returner. But
his accolades and skills do not warrant his appearing on the cover of
magazines nationwide. Notre Dame is
unranked and - as their 0-2 start
proved - in no position to make a BCS
push this season.
Notre Dame's fight song tells us to
''Sing her glory and sound her fame."
But I think we should wait on that
until they have a team worth signing
about.
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The step number represents the beat of
the music. "Break" means stepping forward quickly and rocking back- breaking
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'l:Jl!/n/VuD-Note
7519 Grandview Ave., Arvada
303-668-7355
Sundays, 8:30 - midnight.
DJ plays 80% salsa.
Free Salsa lesson with Joseph
Snowhawk at 7:45 p.m.

STEP I

STEP 2

STEP 3

STEP 4

While facing partner, step
forward with right foot.

Break forward with with
left foot.

Move weight back onto
right foot.

Hold this beat.

1 •...

(1

Blue Ice
22 Broadway, Denver
303-777-3433
Fridays, $5 cover; DJ plays salsa
mix and world music.
The Church
1160 Lincoln, Denver
303-832-3528
Saturday: 9 p.m. - 2 a.m., lesson 9
p.m., DJ's, sometimes imported,
play mostly Latin mix on 3 dance
floors.
Cover: $15 guys, ladies free before
10 p.m. 21+, very young crowd.
Steps adapted from www.justsalsa.com

STEP 8
Hold this beat.

STEP 7

STEP 6

STEP 5

Move weight forward onto
left foot.

Break back with right foot.

Step back with left foot.

spodight
"Robbers & Cowards"- Cold War Kids
Matt Fisher
Staff Writer

In their first album, "Robbers & Cowards," the Cold War Kids bring a refresh ing sound into the Indie Rock scene. Bob Dylan and Radiohead are very noticeable influences throughout the CD. This young band sticks out from the usual
pop/punk scene that runs the top 40s. Their current single, (which is actually a
re-release) "Hospital Beds," is a story about two men finding common ground
together as they prepare for death. Most of the CD's lyrics consist of the stories
of different criminals, ranging from rapists to drunks. Though each song is a
depressing story, every one is expressed so beautifully that the sinfulness and
depressing aspects of the stories are easily forgotten.
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USTHoroscopes
FOR FUN
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
by Jen Janes and Jacqueline Kharouf, Mistresses of the Cosmos

Today's Birthday
After _Your annual fon~ue party, y~u will be surprised to wake up tomorrow
mornmg on a remote sidewalk weanng nothing but tin foil, crusted cheese and
an "Ask Me About Mary Kay" sticker.
'

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Capricorn (Dec.
22-Jan 19)

Photo by Chris Yamauchi

First Friday Art Walk
Brings Flavor
time attending the art walk. Jacoby
Angela Shugarts
said, "It's pretty cool so far" and added
Staff Writer
"I didn't even know there were art disThe monthly first Friday art walk tricts until after my class, so I didn't
along Tennyson St. was held even know what they were." Putt also
September 7 in north Denver. Lapis felt that the walk was a nice way to get
Gallery owner Michael Rieger began off campus and "away from Regis" for
the art walk "about 8 ½ years ago," as a while.
Jacoby explained, "I feel like it's
a way to bring art back into the neighsomething people should know about,
borhood.
Beginning with only three galleries, and make it more known to the Regis
the area has now over thirteen partici- community." With this art walk, they
pating along the strip. The nostalgic both enjoyed the "whole idea." You
streets are filled with funky boutiques, don't think about the idea of art galfamily-run restaurants, and of course leries being all around and here it's in
art galleries. "It's a great way to come a clustered area for people to see."
out and meet people, look at art, buy Jacoby said. Jacoby and Putt were
art, and support the arts," Rieger said. attending the art walk for a class.
Custom framer at 44T Gallery and
Music, merchants, and hundreds of
graduate Bridget McLaughlin
Regis
people flood Tennyson St. the first
said,
"I
was a. fine art major at Regis"
Friday of every month as a representaand
"I
never
came on an art walk when
tion of eclectic North Denver culture.

Jacoby explained, "I feel like it's something people should
know about, and make it more known to the Regis community."
Thirty year local resident Elena
Millican said, "This is the cool thing to
do" and is "glad to see the area get
revived." She added that she likes "the
diversity. I like that you can see contemporary stuff, bargain basement
stuff, and most of the shops are very
friendly."
From kids, young adults, to the
older crowd, Rieger said, "we get
everyone all the way across the
gamut."
Young local Amy McVicker "came
by invitation. I'm 24 and these are my
friends. We just saw a bunch of people
and wandered over." She noticed that
the art walk was "a little more low-key
and that's kind of a nice thing."
Louisa Decker, mother of two and a
Denver native, also enjoys the art
walk's vibe. She said she enjoys the
"family friendly" atmosphere the most.
Most of the locals, like fellow artist
Lisa Lanylin and friend Karen Fox,
enjoy the fact that the Tennyson art
walk is "not snooty," and "the resurgence of the main streets," offers a
"real casual atmosphere." Most of all,
Fox and other art walkers like the fact
that "there's flavor here."
Even fellow Regis students came to
the art walk. For juniors Rachel Putt
and Dylan .Jacoby, it was their first

I was in school- which was crazy." She
continued, "It's a fun thing for Regis
students to do. Although Regis is not
an art school, this is a good way to get
out and get to know the neighborhood." McLaughlin knows that "Regis
is kind of its own little bubble sometimes" and "there's some really cool
things nearby that students don't even
know about" like First Fridays.
Bringing the Denver community
together was large part of this free
event. Bead Junkies owner Susan
Mund said she "opened up the store
because of first Friday" and that the art
walk "is a part of the community."
Young local Melody Huisjen added, it's
"a community feel." Millican said,"its
community building."
So whether young or old, artist or
aficionado, local or just visiting,
there's a lot to see and do at the First
Friday art walk. From the free hors
d'oeuvres to affordable artwork, to the
live music, McVicker sums up the art
walk saying, "It's an interesting variety, you've got shopping, art, and now
there's a fashion show."

To view a full color slideshow of the
artwalk, please visit www.regishighlander.com.

They say one man's
trash is another man's
treasure, but that will
be a bit harder to
explain to the police who find you trespassing on Waste Management property.
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Aquarius (Jan
20-Feb 18)

Your fear of the
unknown will come to
~ full fruition this week
when the powers that
be decide to extradite you to the
Mexican government for that thing you
did in Tijuana last summer.

Pisces (Feb 19~~""~"" March 20)
If at first you don't
succeed, try, try again.
But the stars implore
you to stop trying to
clean dust out of the electrical outlets
with a paper clip.

Aries (March 21April 19)
While the stars accept
your need for a
healthy combination
of baked goods and
hygiene, it might be a good idea to stop
toasting bagels when you're in the
bathtub.

Taurus
(April
20-May 20)
When the stars make
known that Mars is in
r...1&-.~·" Jupiter, Jupiter is in
Venus, and the Moon
is off doing shots of tequila, you will
wonder what it all means. Well, we
don't know either.
:u: 6mlillf

Gemini
(May
21-June 21)
You will find true love
this week. Just don't
let the restraining
order get you down.

•
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Cancer
(June
22-July 23)

Today, as ~ou look for
your week-old sandwich in the back of
your fridge don't be
alarmed if it has sprouted arms, legs,
and a smile. Although your new

friend, Brendan, is no longer edible, he
will make an excellent companion for
the long nights of studying you will
have this week.

Leo (July
Aug. 22)

23-

As you listen to your
favorite band on the
way to work your car
will suddenly refuse to
display the correct time, emit cold air
from its ventilation system, and hold
any hot drink you set in the cup holders. All this can be solved, however, by
either rethinking your entire selfimage, or buying a new CD. (Choose
the former ....)

Virgo (Aug. 23Sept. 22)
Sometimes the reasons we do the things
we do outweigh the
physical possibilities
of reality. Contemplate the wisdom of
this observation as you try to scale the
scaffolding outside the Science Center.

Libra (Sept. 230ct. 23)
If you were a magical
creature you would
look exactly like yourself; your magical
power, however, would allow you to
stop acting like your usual, annoying
self.
1lL
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Scorpio
(Oct.
24-Nov. 21)

The world is full of
possibilities.
Unfortunately, your
decision to eat nothing
but peanut butter and banana sandwiches is not.

+
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Sagittarius(Nov.
22-Dec. 21)

While your intuition
has served you well in
the past, your cogni•
tive abilities will be
tested this week when you try to read
your copy of The Sound and the Fury
by osmosis.

-,

Tuesday, September 11, 200.z

12 Highlander

Calendar of Campus/Community Events
September 11
APAA Meeting
The Asian/Pacific American
Association will meet on the
second floor of the student
center at 6:30 p.m. For more
information, contact
RegisAPAA@gmail.com.

study positions are still available and potential applicants
or volunteers will not want to
miss out.

performers as they show it all
off in a 'Showoff the student
center dining hall at 10 p.m.
for this weeks' Thrills.

MAC Meeting
September 16-17
The Multicultural Awareness
Volunteer for the
Committee will meet at 7 p.m.
Homeless
in the faculty lounge of the stu- Regis University partners with
dent center to plan its 2007St. Anthony's North and
BRUN Meeting
2008 agenda.
Growing Home to provide
The Berkeley-Regis United
shelter and community to famNeighbors (BRUN) will have
Peace & Justice Meeting
ilies in our neighborhood who
their general membership
The Peace & Justice club will
are experiencing homelessness.
meeting on campus at 7 p.m.
hold a spiritual reflection on
Volunteers are needed for the
Please check
9/11 in the faculty lounge of
following shifts, to host famiwww.berkeleyregisneighbors.com for
the student center at 4 p.m. It
lies experiencing homelessness
the room number.
will be followed by a meeting
at St. Anthony's North
to 1-25
to discuss club logistics for the
_..
I~ Berkeley Pork
Hospital:
70
year.
Sunday, Overnight 8 p.m - 7
.,
' ~ W. 44th Ave. a.
a.m.
ID
September
13
0
W. 38th Ave.
Monday, Overnight 8 p.m - 7
0
:,
Bus
Pass
BBQ
a.m.
Vl
Join RUSGA for a(free) barbe- Overnight volunteers may
m::-.:n:R
cue on the quad at 5:30 p.m. to spend some time with the chilI o.sm,
0
learn more about student RTD dren/families, get the families
bus passes and have fun!
to bed, spend the night (in a
Highlander Meeting
Remaining passes will also be
separate and a joining room),
The Highlander staff will meet distributed to students who
wake folks up in the morning,
in Loyola 06 at 5 p.m. to dishaven't already recieved them. get folks breakfast in the cafecuss roles, assignments, and
teria, and make sure that folks
staff expectations in relation to Thursday Thrills
get on the bus headed to the
the Highlander mission. Work Come check out two mystery
shelter by 7 a.m.
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ccount1ng areer
Opportunities
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Date:

Tuesday,Sept. lSth,2007

Time:
Location:

September 20
Mass of the Holy Spirit
Come celebrate the Mass of the
Holy Spirit on Thursday,
September 20 at 11:00 a.m. in
the chapel. All are invited to
attend.

September 29
Regis Fun Run/Walk (5k)
Join Regis University Physical
Therapy in the 5th Annual PT
Fun Run-Walk (5k) to benefit
the Argyle Senior Center from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Any interested participants should call
Katie Lorenzi at 303-458-4340
for more information.

4

2

7

5

portunity to ta tom tip e orgamzations a ut JO an mtern
hip opportunities! This is a networking event, not a job fair. YO
Y BRING SOME RESUMES BUT PLEASE DO NOT GIVE ANY T
MPLOYERS UNLESS THEY ASK FOR IT.

Accounting Mixer

Career Services
Accounting Mixer
Several accounting firms will
be on campus for an annual
networking mixer in the ALC
Mountain View Room from 5
p.m. to 7 p.m. This will be an
excellent opportunity for
Business Finance & Accounting
majors. Sign up for the mixer
at www.regis.edu/ careerservices

SUDOKU

If you are a Junior, Senior or MBA F'mance 8 Accounting
major, don't miss this event!

Event:

September 18

1

4

5

8

8

3

9

8

3

2

4

1

3

6

5:00-7:00 pm
Mountain View Room
Adult Learning Center, Entrance 4
Lowell Campus

7
2

Employers Attending:
Colorado Office of the State Auditor
Ernst U Young

KPMG
Richey May U Co.
Spicer Jeffries, LLP
Zarlengo Raub, LLP
Fortner, Bayens, Levkulich and Co., P.C.
City and County of Denver Dept. of Revenue

7

1

5

6

3

5

9

Deloitte U Touche
IRS

McGladrey U Pullen, LLP
Rothstein Kass
The Shafer Group

ou can not a or to miss t 1s opportunity. ccount1n
irms only come on campus in the £all, so there is onl
one Accounting Mixer per year. Come to meet contacts
even ii you graduate next spring or want to do an intern
ship in 2008.

.:···················································································..

Igot tips? do share.

I
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As perfect as we are, things slip under our radar. If you know
about something around campus that we don't, we'd love to
hear from you. Drop us a line at regishighlander@gmail.com.
We won't bite.
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Sign up £or the Accounting Mixer and the workshops
hrough CareerLink at _,,...,....,..regis.edu/ careerservices

